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Joachim eiJlander

Versatile musician and cellist Joachim 
received his training in utrecht, amsterdam 
and Berlin. as a dedicated chamber 
musician he has performed alongside 
ensembles and musicians including the 
Borodin quartet, the Bennewitz quartet,  
lisa larsson, Giles apap, charles-andré 
linale, Ferdinand erblich, Stefan metz,  
Zuill Bailey, nino Gvetadze, Paolo 
Giacometti, inon Barnatan and Karl leister. 
Joachim is co-founder of the international 
rubens Quartet. together with the rubens 
Quartet he took the full-time course at the 
neder landse Strijkkwartet academie (dutch  
String Quartet academy). his teachers have 
included members of the amadeus Quartet, 
the hagen Quartet, Stefan metz, elias 
arizcuren, Paul Katz and Jan hollinger.  
the rubens Quartet has won awards at 
international competitions in austria and 
the czech republic, and won various 
national and international prizes, including 

the dutch arts Prize and the Schubert  
Prize in Graz. 
 Joachim was a regular guest in the 
international music festivals of Sitka 
(alaska), Prussia cove (uK), Schleswig 
holstein (de), mecklenburg-Vorpommern 
(de) and luberon (Fr). Joachim has also 
worked together with composers henri 
dutilleux, György Kurtag, Sofia Gubaidulina, 
louis andriessen and Joey roukens.
 Besides visiting lectureships with various 
dutch conservatoires Joachim has taught  
as a guest teacher at indiana university, 
texas university, Kansas university, 
milwaukee conservatoire, oklahoma 
university, the ljubljana conservatoire in 
Slovenia, the dutch String Quartet academy, 
and inter national chamber music festivals.
 Joachim plays on a cello by Gaetano 
chiocchi (Padua 1870) with a bow by  
niko laus Kittel (St. Petersburg 1860),  
made available to him with great thanks by 
the nationaal muziekinstrumenten Fonds 
(national music instrument Fund).

www.joachimeijlander.com
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Joachim eiJlander in conVerSation  
with dominy clementS

Johann Sebastian Bach’s Suites á Violoncello Solo senza Basso have acquired a remarkable 
performance tradition from Pablo casals onwards. do you take particular stance with 
regard to this rich resource of musical ancestry, or have you taken a purist view, looking at 
the scores as far as possible in a spirit of individualistic research?

reading this question, i immediately think of answers that touch so many 
sides and topics of the suites by Bach. Since casals, we can listen to many 
many beautiful recordings of famous and also less famous cellists; there 
is so much research by musicians, their teachers, violin makers and 
musicologists available... this is so wonderful! i feel that every question 
and every thought about the cello suites by Bach seems to be connected 
with another one. there is something magic about thinking about the 
suites; the image of taking a long close look into  
a gemstone in sunlight comes to mind. you can always find new 
reflections in it.
 about the playing tradition, it is somehow ambiguous to speak in 
these terms. casals taught the suites in a meticulous way to his students, 
but at the same time he was always searching and finding something new 
about them. i believe that the suites guided the artistic development of so 
many great artists.
 then in the 1960s a number of players did something radically 
different. they started playing on gut strings again, instruments adjusted 
to baroque style and using different bows. they used vibrato as an 
ornament rather than a basic contribution to sound production, they 
concentrated on diction... i believe that many musicians, including myself, 
are influenced by that group of players nowadays. But at the same time i 
enjoy and get many ideas when i listen to recordings by casals, tortelier, 
Fournier, Schiff, yo-yo ma... my aim is to take with me and combine their 
deeply felt and thought-through approach to the music as well as the 

Johann SeBaStian Bach (1685-1750)

cello SuiteS Vol.1
Suite no. 1  in G maJor, BwV 1007
Suite no. 3  in c maJor, BwV 1009
Suite no. 4  in e Flat maJor, BwV 1010
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with Bach’s keyboard works we have become used to hearing his works on modern 
instruments, for instance piano rather than harpsichord. even your very fine instrument 
and bow post-date Bach by over a century. do you see this as a problem when seeking to 
bring known elements of Baroque style to life? or does the evolution of instrument and 
bow provide its own advantages?

this is a very interesting topic.
 i recently heard the Partita BWV 1013 for flute played on saxophone and 
it sounded so very beautiful. the player was so conscious and expressive 
in this style of the music that it didn’t matter so much that his instrument 
wasn’t a traverso, always supposing that it is absolutely certain that this 
was the instrument for which the piece was composed.
 in the cello suites, the prelude of the fourth suite is called “präludium”, 
as opposed to the usual “prélude”. the musicologist david ledbetter 
writes that Bach might possibly have written this suite a bit later than the 
previous ones in leipzig, and that it might have been originally a lute 
composition. So even if one plays this suite with a period cello and bow, it 
cannot be sure that this is truthful to the intentions of the composer. also, 
on the title page of the manuscript by Kellner, it says “sechs suonaten 
pour le Viola de Basso”, so not cello! (most musicologists however agree 
that the instrument for which the suites were composed is the cello.) 
Playing once on a period cello and baroque bow was for me a very nice 
experience but i felt more able to serve the music by Bach with the cello 
i’m playing on in this recording. i simply love its sound too much, as well 
as the feeling of the bow.
 But holding this bow more at the balance point did help me a lot to 
have this heavenly music speak, sing and articulate in a more natural way. 
the imagination of how a viola da gamba player would approach cords in 
the music helped me a lot to feel more natural in playing them.

there is a wide diversity of character between each of the individual movements, and 
despite containing the same sequence of a Prelude and five dances, each Suite is in a 

exciting historic research and insights of the musicians that changed our 
view on baroque music in the sixties.
 i loved that there was so much input and information available. i was 
able to reduce and take with me whatever felt right for me at that moment. 
So the development from being open to all the information/rich resources 
to a spirit of individualistic research happened in a natural way for me. 
and in my future performances i will follow the same path, but most 
probably with new ideas and different choices as an outcome.

have you chosen a particular edition as a reference for your performances? none of Bach’s 
original manuscripts from the 1720s have survived, and there are contradictions and 
differences between the earliest copies by Johann Peter Kellner and Bach’s wife anna 
magdalena. do the minutiae of such choices concern you, or does this lack of absolute 
authority from these sources free you towards a more personal, perhaps even 
improvisatory approach?

the five sources that remain for us all have something valuable and are 
inspiring to read, but the manuscript by anna magdalena for me 
somehow stands out, for its beautiful elegant handwriting, its date of 
writing and the fact that anna magdalena was such a good and faithful 
copyist of Bach that their handwriting started to look similar. one can 
almost hear the music through her strokes of the quill. i love the artistry 
despite some mistakes and unclear notations in bowings. the absence of 
the original manuscript made me have a close look and compare the 
sources, but that also provides liberty and provides room for the 
imagination. i intend to use my own creativity besides exact study of the 
sources. occasionally, a note can be changed into one that can be taken 
from another source, or alternative bowings for a certain phrase can 
likewise be found.
 nowadays there are very good editions available that combine the 
sources, but i believe it is the best to also practise directly from the  
copies of the manuscripts. those are available thanks to Bärenreiter.
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different key and has its own identity. do you have a particular view on the six Suites as a 
whole, and what are your associations with the works chosen for this first volume?

the suites as a whole are for me the most beautiful pieces of music that 
were ever composed for cello. i listened over and over to them since i was 
a young child and i feel that playing the suites were the main reason why i 
wanted to become a professional cellist.
 my teachers spoke about a certain build-up in the suites and i always 
felt that myself too: the first being more simple and easier to play than the 
next and so on. But that view changed slightly. of course, the fourth suite 
for instance, is very expansive and its wonderful prelude unfolds and 
develops more slowly and is harmonically more advanced than the 
prelude of the first suite. the first suite is shorter, the material is in 
balance with its form and length but the richness and musical depth is not 
at all less than the other suites. (But on the other hand, there is an 
expansive development noticeable; the fifth suite for instance has a long 
prelude which includes a four-voice fugue, and rostropovich used to call 
the sixth suite a ‘symphony for cello’.)
 the first suite is such a warm, elegant, dancy, youthful and generous 
suite. Bach writes so few notes and yet it sounds rich. how does Bach 
achieve this? a question that i keep asking myself over and over again. of 
course, there is linear polyphony; the right notes are left out at the right 
time, so that the suggestion of polyphony is always there without it 
sounding too busy, and yet there is no voice that is missing. Furthermore, 
Bach’s ideal use of open strings on the cello, using the key of G major, 
creating a specific colour, overtones and pedal notes...that is all possible 
to analyse, but the question keeps coming back and each time i love the 
music more.
 the third suite is in c major and the lowest string of the cello is the c 
string, which resonates through the whole suite and thus creates a shining 
deeply resonating sound. it seems to me that this full sound inspired 
Bach to go even further to explore the sound of the cello, with 
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embellishments, bariolages and virtuosities. many composers used the 
key of c major for its light and radiance. haydn uses it for instance in  
“die Schöpfung”, when the choir, sings “und es war licht!”
 the fourth suite, with its daring harmonies and almost symphonic 
proportions is a world on its own. in the prelude the broken chords go on 
and on, how beautiful that Bach takes all the time to unfold it. But then, 
there are the daring virtuosic interventions, sometimes sounding almost 
arabic. Stunning. the proportions of the dances are larger than before and 
yet, the sounds are often French and light. despite the technical playing 
difficulties, treating this suite with a fluent approach in sound (that isn’t 
heavy) is in my opinion a good way to sense its large scope.
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Johann SeBaStian Bach  (1685-1750)

cello SuiteS Vol.  1
Suite no. 1  in G maJor, BwV 1007
Suite no. 3  in c maJor, BwV 1009
Suite no. 4  in e Flat maJor, BwV 1010

 Suite no. 1 in G maJor, BwV 1007
1 Prelude 2.34

2 Allemande 4.27

3 Courante 2.4 1

4 Sarabande 2.25

5 Menuet I and II 3.34

6 Gigue 1.51

 Suite no. 3 in c maJor, BwV 1009
7 Prelude 3.48

8 Allemande 4.19

9 Courante 3.11

10 Sarabande 3.18

11 Bourée I and II 3.48

12 Gigue 3.14

 Suite no. 4 in e Flat maJor, BwV 1010
13 Prelude 4.15

14 Allemande 4.43

15 Courante 3.47

16 Sarabande 4.30

17 Bourée I and II 5.31

18 Gigue 2.55

  total time: 65.10


